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i.    raraogjcTioN 

Providing financial and technical assistance to less developed portions 
of the world has been a major concern of the economically advanced countries 
during the twenty -five years following the end of the Second World War.    This 
committment of capital and manpower in an attempt to transfer development 
capabilities  among nations is  an 'mprecedented step in world history. 

The emphasis  in devexopment programmes during the past two and a half 
decades has shifted from reliance on massive injections of capital as a cureall 
for development needs,   to a dual effort  aimed at providing not only capital 
but also the technical ability to effectively utilize the financial assistance. 
Much of the effort  to transfer technical knowledge and capability has involved 
assignment of technical consultants in less developed countries for varying 
lengths of time. 

Use of consultants has produced some excellent progress   - but there  are 
also too many  instances of consultant programmes which provided little or no 
meaningful  contribution to development  goals.    It is difficult  to document or 
quantify these instances - in many cases  the host  country,  the organization 
providing assistance and the consultant himself prefer to forget the unsuccess- 
ful  consulting assignment.    But the author is himself aware of a number of 
cases where provision of the wrong consultant led to programme failures. 

There are  a number of reasons why a consulting project may not produce the 
desired results for the host  country.    Net  all of the failures  can be antici- 
pated or prevented.    The fast that an altogether too high rate of programme 
failures do occur,  however,  indicates that some basic shortcomings exist  in th" 
present mothodr.  for defining problem areas requiring the use of consultar- is as 
well as in the methods used for selection and recruitment of technical toecia- 
lists. 

The problem is not a shortage of manpower.    There i3 no lack of competent 
professionals who are willing and a^ue to  fulfill the development consulting 
assignments.    The difficulty lies in arriving at a satisfactory definition of 
problems which lend themselves to solution through use of technical consultants; 
and identification and recruitment of consultants qualified to solve these 
problems. 

Stumbling blocks which may negate a consultant's .ost efforts include 
failure by the host country or organization to provide satisfactory farilition 
and working conditions for the consultant,  or the lack of advance provision for 
adequate follow-up. 

The question today is not whether technical assistance can be made more 
effective,  through better use of consultants as well as by other means,    it is 
beooming progressively more difficult  to obtain the amounts of financial 
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assistance required to maintain and increase the present momentum of development 
assistance programmes.    The financial support that can be generated must be 
expended in such a way as to obtain maximum impact on development  progress. 

+ ho    rT °J the meaf bV WhÌCh this Can be accomplished is  through improving 
the effectiveness of technical assistance programmes,   by making better use of 
consultants.     One of the most pressing needs  in  this  regard  is improved  co- 
ordination and communications among organizations responsible  for  providing 
development  assistance. fc 

At  present  there  is a confusing proliferation of sources which provide tech- 
nical consultants  for development assistance.    These sources   include international 
agences such as th, varios components of  the united Nations,   national govern- 

ai ï    onn0ï;Pr    i,   ÏOuridatlons>   *•ic associations,   religious  groups and many more. 
All   Loo often,   there exists almost  no coordination or even communication among 

cru    menfTt   T*'   ^rticu^ in  those a— baling ,ith  selection and rf- cruitment  of technical  consultants. 

In  the UnUed States alone,   organizations responsible for recruiting develoo- 
men      specialists range  from the U.S.  Agency for International Development, 
itbelf subcontracts specific consultine programmes to  other organizations,   both 
governmental  and non-governmental-   to  foundations,   such as  ^ord and Rockefeller• 

rade or industry associations-   commercial  consulting firms,   and various  others^ 
None of tnese organizations can afford to maintain a permanent  staff adeguate to 
tulfill  all  possible   future development assignments. 

and llTlZt they mUBï reCru1,: PG0P1° °n the baGis of specific programme needs 
f^tìf Pe•onnel  K" vhen  these  projects are  ended and  there are no 

Is lì7A0elT*S ~° U
T\

ll':° íheir talent8' 3• the -najor organizations such 
as the ...S. Arene/ îor International Development and the United Nations develoo 
ment organizations   face this proglom  to  varying degrees. develop- 

provenTaoabn ? iZ? r**   ^ r°  °3ffbUsh a Pp°l  of technical  specialists with 
SoîïTid^ïv^sna^ %Z detÍ":^VG  ^^ assistance.     Such a pool ui     L-.  biiar^u among development  assistance  organizations       Thi <,  Wm,1rt 

:SÎraï0^ereni:Pdinatiun *"* • — »«* these organi ^icnTt^ 

Another vexing problem compounding the difficult- of providing effective 
assis ance is   the lack of adequate,   tested  criteria for selection of technical 
insultants vfeo can function effectively in a social,   cultural    poîit caî    Hch 

î^otStrf  eCOn0miC «IVl•ant  that — di^er materially  fro^ î        f {££ 

II.     DIVINING fin: NOBLEM 

First  step in determining the need for a consultant and specifying the tvne 
of consul tan    to be recruited is identification and definition oTthe problem ' 
Ihis mav be done by  representatives of the host country,   or may be delected io 
a consulting group airead  ^rklnér on pro jecte related { problem ar^f in 
concert  with host country representatives. prooiem area,   m 
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l^l^^i9* Ìn 0n a Pr0JGCt that has becn "«gotiatod at the ministerial 

ports «tadvins 80lutlong to
ai:vi

e^ ;ifzTmst: z^ÀT*Jz\ilre- 
shelves of government ministries and  bureaus around lhf^[ì\^L        *\ 

luT:li:1UÌ1T Were n0t  feaSÌblG'  but bGCau" of ?anS«'t ° nvvHh he 
right  people   in the initial stages of project planning. h° 

TfnT.oa
Srev°f-the-ndlffÌCUltÌ08  oncountered by the  International Marketing Institute 

noTnt  Mft2T
etln« D?VJ1°P»^ T<^ Pavide a good  illustration  of this    after 

point       IMI  went  into Korea with an   1* month USAID contract,   to helo develnn 

z?nz:eresoarch and ~keting ^^ *» —i Bj^% íA« 

Botrñ^wi^l Pr0je^ agrecment  was negotiated by the Korean Economic Planning 
Board     m Ministries of Commerce and Industri and Agriculture and Forestry and 
the U. S    Agency for International Development mission to Korea.    Whence  OT 

lates and counterparts in  these agencies. immediate assoc- 

In one  case,   a hostile counterpart actually  succeeded in  disbanding a mar- 

s mr::::r:iit
roup se

+
lec:ad and trained °v°r an •*** m-th I^ä - of tne Ihl  specialists,  just  at a time when the resoarch group vías ata-tin* +« 

produco valuable landmark  research surveys. starting to 

In this  case,   it took an organi  ational shako-up bv the  president of the 

ÌZ^T^T  10n t0 rCPaÌr the dama^°-    Lack of acceptance by counterpart o gan- 
inaUarD:rÍornfCÍHSal8°  Pr0V0CÌ a hindranC° to  °the" mi ^ .emberTfor    S 
IMI Î      Sí, hüir a£?sl^nt-     "nee this hurdle was passed,   the team was 
able to  chalk up some solid project accomplishments. ' 

with nüL°f thG COmm0n ürr0rS in Problcm identification  is confusing symptoms 
with underlying causes.     Failure   by  fanners  to adoot modern farming pr^Uces in 

UnÀZTl"^ f0r rrS Wa8  (UagnOBed a8 due to  lack  of initiate or •ll- lingness to renounce the  „-aye of their ancestors.     lloro  recently it  has been 
demonstrated  that higher  farm product   pries and access   15 grÍa er vat eïies of 
consumer goods as well as  provon evidence of ability to greatly inórelo  crop 
yields  can motivate startling changes   in faming methods P 

stricken T^°r °nrC intCTviewed a «•>"P of armors m one of  the more poverty 
foriti i     J" 7 ar0a8 °f Kor0a  to düte•n°  «hathor lack  of technical  in- 
ÍHmorotV        °f motlVatlon mi*ht   *e * contributing factor  in their failure 
íorüí T    íClr Gr0pplniP Pra^icos.     These  farmers, most of whom had very   liUl* 
twToí      if;0" a»Vh08Vnly  ^ to modern mass'communications conlisled oí 
two or  throe   transistor radios owed  by comparatively well to  do villages, 
showed an extremely sophisticated grasp of their needs and problem^  - including 
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lack of production credit facilities,  rico prices which had remained low in 
comparison to rising pricos of farming inputs such as fertilizers and insecti- 
cides,  and lac: of adequate market information to guido  their selling efforts. 
Yet the  author was told by a government official in this  same province that the 
farmer's biggest problems stem  from his own  ignorance and unwillingness to work 
harder. 

Once the problem has been  identified,   it must  be defined.     That   is,   the 
elements  of the problem should be examined to determine '-'hether they  lend them- 
selves   to solution  b- outside consultants.     It  is helpful  to separate  problems 
that involve policy  decisions  from those that   involve only procedural aspects. 

Por example,   projects that   require engineering design or mapping of a 
resource   base  such  as harvestable  timber,  cultivable soils,  mineral  resouces 
are usually more amenable  to  subcontracting +0 an  engineering  firm or  other 
technically specialized organization than are problems which involve marketing 
facilities,  design  of educational  systems,   economic planning,   health  services 
and other problems which ievolve  decisions affecting large numbers of people. 

'iesources available  for solving the problem sn mid be carefully  evaluated 
in  relation  to   the  scope and  complexity  of  the  problem area.     Art;  there qualif- 
ied specialists already available in the country to provide problem  solving 
capabilities'?     These  people may   be found in  other government  bureaus,   in  the 
universities or in private  industrv. 

Perhaps an even more' basic  question relates   to the  tools available for 
attacking the  problem -  financial  resources,   working facilities, necessary re- 
search base.    One common cause  of programme   failures has   been a result of 
tackling problems  that are  too big to be handled by the  resources programmed for 
their    solution. 

Another responsibility of the host countr - is  identification and provision 
ef effective counterpart personnel to woik with the outside consultant.    Ideally 
these counterpart personnel  should be   in a position  to complement the  consultant's 
skills with  their own,    'Tlhey snould be  people who will continue to *«'ork in the 
problem area after completion of  the  consultant's assignment and who  can learn 
from the   consultant  as  the«-- "ork with him. 

Basic staff  work must  be compi .ted before the arrival of the consultant. 
This uiil   include identification  of the  problem;   specification of policy con- 
straints  which may hinder solution;   selection  of counterpart personnel;  provision 
of adequate working   facilities,   supplies,  subsistence and support. 

Provision  should be made  for  follow-up  activities before   the consultant  is 
retained,     follow-up tùli  usually consist as a minimum of provision  for a 
completo  review of consultant  recommendations and détermination of their feasib- 
ility:   identification of agencies    r organizations  which  will  be responsible for 
implementation  of the  solutions   if they are   judged feasible;   -.nd subsequent 
monitoring of this  implementation b ' the consultant or by other consultants at 
periodic   intervals. 

Once  the problem has boon defined,  the need for a consultant determined 
and preparations made for his off «active use,   search for the proper consultant 
can begin. 
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III. SOURCES OF CONSULTANTS 

Consultants may bo drawn from a variety of sources, ranging from the indi 
vxdual  freelance or consulting firm to international orfani it ionsTunÍverm¡s 
government agencies,  technical  organisations and others      SpecialiieHrSn z~     ' 
aticns have  grown up mich as the International Executive Service Corps whicî 
recruits retired or close to retirement executives and supplies them for con- 
sulting assignments  m developing countries on an expenses only basis. 

The difficulties  involved  in recruiting technical   specialists and the 
control  often exercised over projects by the organization supplying development 
assistance  funding commonly loads  m  practico  to  recruiting cf consulting 
through development  organisations.     In turn,   these   organisations often recr.it 
specialists  from outside  their own permanent  staff to undertake particular 
development  assignments. 

Provious performance is the best,  criteria for selection  of a consultant 
source.     Demonstrated success  in working with similar problems in the same or 
comparable situations provides a cluu to the organisation's ability to supply 
suitable consulting services. "»¿PPAJT 

The organization desiring to recruit  consultants  from a  particular source 
should as a minimum check with  previous users of the source's  services:   invest- 
igato the general reputation and financial  resources;   check experience'and 
reputation of the principals and permanent  employees;  obtain a clear understand- 
ing of source and capabilities  of any personnel to be utilized on a subcontract 
basis;  and moke certain  the consulting organization can satisfy specific con- 
ditions  of the consulting assignment   in question. 

Capability of the consulting organization to  train and motivate  local per- 
sonnel  should be a ke<, criterion of effectiveness.    A primary  role of develop- 
ment specialists should be to build institutions and train and motivate local 
personnel.     This is  the orientation  that almost any assistance effort by an 
outside  development  agency should assume.     Unless a suitable  institutional 
framework is  developed,   the contribution made by an outside consultant may end 
as soon as he  loaves  the  country.     It   is as   important  for development consultants 
to bo teachers as doers. 

The International Marketing Institute Korea team included as one of its 
primary objectives training and establishing a number of marketing research 
centres  within their counterpart  organizations.    During their  18 month tour, 
the IMI  team was successful in training a cadre of marketing research special- 
ists who are  carrying on the    work initiated by the team.    This training of 
personnel and building of marketing research institutional frameworks was 
probably the greatest  contribution made to  the future of Korean marketing by 
the team. D 

The  problems encountered in   finding and keeping first-rate technical  experts 
has led  to more and more reliance on subcontracting development projects to com- 
mercial  consulting firms,  private organisations,  universities and others.     This 
can represent  an effective solution,   particularly when the problem to be solved 
involves  engineering or similar skills as in designing a bridge or making an 
inventory of natural  resources.     However,  it  is difficult to  find organizations 
which possess  the capabilities to perform subcontracting assignments in areas 
such as educational system design, economic planning or marketing. 
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There is a need for more consortia of experts representing various complem- 
entary disciplines.    Petor Drucker points out in his new book "The Age of Dis- 
continuity" that we aro shifting from a Cartesian viow of the universe in which 
the accent has   been on parts and elements to a configuration vie'-- with the 
emphasis on wholes and patterns.     Drucker's  views   fit with the  current preoccu- 
pation by business and academic  circles on application of the  systems approach 
to  problem solving. 

effective application  of knowledge to development  problems  requires a  systems 
approach - it   is not  enough to  supply  individual experts  who can  fit  onlv one 
piece into the  puzzle.    The  total  environment affecting the problem must be 
considered if proposed solutions  arc;  to be  effective. 

Design of an irrigation system cannot be  loft   solely in the hands of an 
irrigation engineer.     Specialists in agricultural  production and soil  scientists 
must determine  the  crops best suited to  the  terrain,  climate and soil  types. 
A marketing apecialist is   needed   to ascertain  the  prospective markets  for the 
proposed    crops and determine how best   to market   the products. 

A sociologist and perhaps an anthropoligist  should be added to  the team to 
investigate means of motivating local   farmers   to  effectively utilize  the additio- 
nal production  capabilities  reprusontud by the nev irrigation facilities. 

International Marketing Institute,  affiliated with  the Harvard Business 
School,   provides an     sample of a special purpose  consulting group,   in this  case 
organized for the purpose  of introducing the marketing concept   to the  developing 
countries.    The  IMI  Korea Marketing Development Team during their  18 month  stay' 
in Korea   tackled marketing  and marketing research  needs  across  a broad front 
ranging   from marketing of   industrial and agricultural products  to export marketing. 

The  IMT  team included  a marketing research specialist, an agribusiness mar- 
keting expert,   an  industrial marketing  expert,  and  a marketing education spec- 
ialist.     The  team represented a  unique   first   time  effort   to thoroughly exploro 
the marketing problems of a developing country and to suggest approaches to  sol- 
ution of  these problems as   well as identifying and  training potential  local  mar- 
keting specialists.     The team approach proved to be highly effective in this 
type of assignment. 

The  IMI project  illuctr.ites  one approach to reconciling the  long standing 
argument   between proponents  of long term consulting assignments and those who 
believe  m shorter  term assignments for more highly specialized consultants. 
The   four man IMI   team s La-ed  in Korea  for 13 months.    Their efforts wer>e to be 
supplemented by  the use of   four or five more  specialized consultants  for periods 
or   throe months  each.    Onlv   two  of the  short-term specialists were subsequently 
utilized,   due    to  difficulties encountered in   finding the  right   specialists  and 
to   certain problems  in contract   implementation.    However,   the two short term 
specialists who  did work with the  team  were able  to  make   significant   contribut- 
ions  toward project  objectives. 

Proponents  of longer  term consulting assignment  ranging in  length from   18 
month or  two year contracts   to some contracts  of six years with PAO'point  to the 
benefits   to be gained by keeping personnel in  the same assignment  for an extended 
pe-iod.     These benefits include opportunity for the  consultant  to gain a broader 
undeestanding of the situation,   preserve programme  continuity and see projects 
through several   stages of development   instead of participating in onlv a limited 
portion of the total  effort. 
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to accept an overseas assignant. ®° ^ < e&r8 ln mid-^recr 

One solution to  this   dilemma might bo creation nf n   tm +i       J 

xogically be incorporated   into a subapvnev 0r the  Mn^nH  MÎT \        might 

izi„g.,», „, «,„ prorart facilitios ^SuSi/äo « oth r^oZ ^i rd 

Sd specieî,0;^?"^ "i*1' »•i6i°-  ** raonaw if tnc WoS! 

Ideally  this corps would supplant   the efforts  nf nitidi   ^•„ i ri pa oliavi oc TTOAT-n      nv     A , ^.lloros  oi national  development a#en~ 
cíes such as IUM).     The /V;onoy  for International Development under ite rariou. 
designations over the .years has performed valuable servies for devoìÒLT 

An approach has already been made to establishing a corps of professional 

greater  S ctivew!    ** ^"f^ COOrdinatcd and   ^rthor profo8.ionali.od  for 
greater  effectiveness.    Thoro tonds to  be considerable overlap and in  some 
cases even competition between these various agencies. 

Careerists who staff  the development corps must be "generalized  specialise" 
that  is  their knowledge should be based in a specialized frea, h 

be  capable of extending their abilities beyond their OHM spec alties into re M e«* 
or oven unrelated field,.     They should be people „ho can effective J organ  z ~ 

fssionaïï TATI"    7ly ^»ciPlinary development program.es. ^heSpre - 
Z! -nhird^Íd"!      a 10nCd at dovolo^t °^«B  located m various parts of 

Ideally,  specialists  m a particular field would be responsible for oro- 
grammes on a multi-country basis.    This should lead to opporEnUio. foï some 

r^• is•06in development — ÍQ -^íSoíS-rs^ 
trio8AareXatíJmDtLrínSUCh *• lu ^ 0i' comm-ci^ fineries,  whore many coun- 
oïoïein   fnf hof    g    ? »>°•«o their share of the  ocean catch,   to provide more 
ultZ/    „      +    

PeOPle and CaSh in 0n "orld dcmand for fi«h imports.     Intel- 
ol     r rt

and
1
C0"0pCratl0n ÍS a mu8t  ir these fiBhorios development 

eïe!T\    ^t \° ClaSh h0ad-°n-    r,0m° of this  «»-operation  should  be  fost- 
ered by a multi-country fisheries  development   consulting unit. 

oool ït!!£ ÍÍtír of
+
the.d;^lopment  ^suiting edifice would consist of a 

assi*nln^     £    °XP0    3 WllUng t0 dCVOte 6hortor  lon*th8 of tim* to  oor..ultine 
Se Sïï V» |B

Tho8e.a"1fment» mi^ range from a few weeks to several months. 
^B -term specialists would work closely with the permanent  professional 
m-ohZ \l dovolopmont  corps.    They would be aesignod to work in  limited 
pioblom    areas,  with their efforts programmes and guided by the permanent per- 
üCJiiiAt*X * 

, 
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lli this fashion it should be possible to maintain a staff of generalists 
to    supply broad problem solving capabilities, and at  the sanie time gain access 
to specialized technical inputs from a large number of highly competent  exports 
in various  fields,   without  the necessita of staffing with a large number of 
specialists on a permanent basis. 

Provisions should be. mad..   Cor short-torm specialists to return at  periodic 
intervals  for the purpose of monitoring and evaluating the implementation of 
the recommendations  they make during their initial  tour. 

Sources of short-term specialists would include  currently utilized sources 
such    as universities,  .agencies of national governments,   private consulting 
firms,  trade associations,   technical  institutes and an additional source that 
is often overlooked today,   that   is  the firm interested in doing business  in 
other countries, 

One component   lacking in some development programmes  is the practical under- 
standing of  the  commercial application of project  end  results.    This understan- 
ding could be  supplied by    representatives of business  firms who are willing to 
make their personnel available   for occasional consulting assignments.     In some 
cases,  companies  interested in supplying equipment,   licensing technical processor 
or entering into   joint ventures  can be a valuable source of useful technical 
advice in a development  project. 

If the short-term consultant aspect of the two-tier development corps 
approach is to function effectively,  screening procedures and an information 
exchange system must be incorporated. 

The initial  screening device used by most .agencies at present  is thft per- 
sonal history  form.    As Hans  Zahlst rom points out,   this  is not entirely satis- 
factory,   since  it  indicates only   the  theoretical and practical experience of the 
applicant,  but  does not  specify his  performance  in previous jobs or point up 
other attributes  that might  load to  success or failure  in a development  assign- 
ment. 

Recruiting short-term specialists is often a hit  or miss operation,   depend- 
ing in large part  on word of mouth,   contacts stemming from professional meetings, 
j or mal articles,   etc.     There  is  urgent need for a s •'•stornati zed procedure  for 
obtaining,   retaining and disseminating information about  prospective short-term 
technical development  specialists.     Lack of such a system compounds recruiting 
problems. 

Some attempt  has   scen made  by  the U.S.  Department   of Agriculture  to   list 
departmental  employees including state extension workers who would consider 
short-term overseas development  consulting assignments.     However,  an ideal 
system would reach far bo-ond  government  into  the ranks of universities and 
private industry 

In  the  light of today's  electronic date processing capabilities,   creation 
of a data bank on prospectivo short-term development   consultants should not  pose 
anv major technical problems.     Since previous performance is the only really 
valid criteria  found to date  for prejudging a person's  effectiveness  in an 
assignment,   the most  important  component of the data bank would be an evaluation 
of the short-torm specialist'b performance in earlier development consulting 
assignments or other overseas  assignments.    Combined with careful definition 



of tho problem to be solved, a data bank covering specialist capabilities, 
training and experience should be a major asset to present development agencies, 
as woll as to the professional development corps advocated oarlior. 

Such a data bank could remove much of the guesswork from rocruitmont 
of development consultants. 

IV.     CONSULTANT  SELECTION MID JŒCHUrmENT 

One of tho  first  questions   that arises when use of a consultant is consi- 
dered is the advisability of recruiting a local  expert  as opposed to someone 
from outside the  country.     Tho chief advantage of a local consultant is his 
familiarity with the  local situation,  as well as his  deeper understanding of 
the  cultural,  social,   technological and other aspects  of his environment. 

However,  there are two  reasons  for questioning the advisability of sole 
dependence on local consultants  in most developing countries.    The first  is a 
practical  constraint.     In many developing countries there exists as yet  only 
a small pool of qualified resource people in most  technical areas.    Generally 
those qualified specialists are already committed,   indeed in most cases  over 
committed in already existing programmes.     It may be poor economic wisdom to 
rob an ongoing programme  to start a now project,   or even worse,  further  fragmont 
a local    specialist's time in an attempt to involve him in additional assign- 
ments. 

Another rlason for bringing in an outside consultant  is the cross-fertil- 
ization of idcfvs and techniques that  can result.     Some  of the largest and most 
successful  corporations  in tho United States also make   the most extensivo use 
of consultants in various aspects of their businoss.     These corporations have 
found that an outsider can often arrive at a clearer understanding of i problem 
because he doesn't possess tho preconceptions that often result from long and 
intimate association with the  environment vi thin which the problem exists. 

There  is another advantage to outside consultants.     If they are effectiv- 
ely utilized as suggested above,   they will be able to   transmit some of their 
skills and knowledge to   local  counterparts who  in turn  can   form the basis  for 
an eventual   local  corps  of experts.     One objective in use of outside consultants 
should be eventual possession by tho developing country of a group of local 
specialists who have gained an understanding of varioas  approaches tu solution 
of development problems. 

Once it  is deto?^minod that an outside consultant   should be retained,   ono 
of tho first problems that arises  is  the  lack of adequato  criteria for selecting 
effective consultants.     Basically,  users of consultante   services in developing 
countries have arrived at onlv  one criterion which is almost uniformly valid - 
this  is the record of performance in previous development  consulting assign- 
ments. 

One of  the few depth research efforts  tr  establish reasons for success or 
failure of individuals  in overseas assignments does suggest  five attributes 
that  contribute to successful  performance in any overseas assignment. 

Results of a survey of American government  employees,  missionaries,   and 
businessmen working overseas  show that technical  skill,   belief in mission, 
cultural empathy -  assenso for politics and organizational ability provide 
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consistent correlations with effectiveness in an overseas situation. The survey, 
conducted by Harlan Cleveland, Garard J, Mangone and John Clarke Adams, is report 
ted in the book "The Overseas Americans". 

While the study was  confined to Americans working in other countries,   it does 
orovide some documented guidelines  for predicting effectiveness    All   but  the first 
indicator are very subjective,  however,   and are difficult  to assess without  inter- 
viewing a candidate: in considerable depth or possessing more knowledge  about his 
background and previous performance than is contained in the usual oereonal history 
form» 

It is generally agreed that technical competence  should be the foremost  cri- 
teria for selection of a consultant.    However,  this  does not mean that  a given 
specialist must bo the most highly qualified person  available from the  standpoint 
of his technical  training and theoretical background, 

Squally important  to the  effectiveness of a technical  consultant  is  his 
ability to  relate his knowledge  and experience to  the  problems of a specific devel- 
opment assignment,     The assignment may differ greatly  from his previous  work sit- 
uations m its  ir.herant  constraints  and surrounding environment as well   as   in the 
types of solutions that  are  feasible.     Some of the most  highly qualified experts 
have been practical  failures  in development consulting assignments because of their 
inability  to  adapt  their expertise  to the framework of  a different level of devel- 
opment. 

Often,   the  theoretically idea)   solution would be  impossible to apply under 
existing conditions,    The author in designing an agricultural marketing information 
system for  the Republic of Korea,   applied three criteria in arriving at   a suggested 
design,    first,   the proposed system should be adapted to  the environment  in which 
it must function,   that  is it  should  take into account   the physical,  economic, 
cultural  and political  restraints within the environment. 

Second,   the system should be  based as much  as  possible on already  existing 
structures designed to serve  a similar purpose.     And third, it should be  designed 
with  built-in mechanisms  that wiLl  induce change to  reflect changes in the  surroun- 
ding environment, 

Successful   innovations must be  rooted in the  already existing culture       It 
is  almost a truism to say that no outside consultant   is  goir 
mental cultural   changes. 

going to make any funda- 

The consultant can help set  in motion forces  that  will eventually  lead to 
cultural   change,   or he may capitalize on shifts  in  culture that are already  in 
progress      But he  is not  going to initiate major changes  by himself      The  consultant 
who cannot grasp this elemental  fact,   and who refuses  to  adapt his problem  solutions 
to the existing situation is doomed to failure,     This  of course does not mean that 
a consultant  cannot change existing patterns,  but  these  patterns ,nust be  amenable 
to change. 
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Another important criteria in selection of commits« <„ +>,      v,, • 

»-U1W to develop genuine empathy with tj „e0°    f f°"   e   0   '^   ^ ? Î"" 
ularly those people with whom he must work      The „,„.   i,     7 '''   P«"lo- 

IB to  consider his assignment  a succeds. suggests  il  he 

Perhaps  the most   important key  to  the effectiveness  nf  tv,    A      , 
sultant,   given his professional  competent  and 0L    ¡  J^P"«*   «>»- 

to the needs of the  consu^m, „silenti   x" hls       ^6,    ,1    t , ^f"^ 
people of the host  country,     Hr- must  ftíG]   ff(m ^BO .al  attitude  toward the 

not  only be friendlv     H?  I !      * ^^  t0Ward them    H*  ^ould 
f*\«* Î- 0nfíy'   bUt  als0 0pcn •d   receptive   toward their overtures of 
friendship,  as we      as  their ideas      Th.«-. »+ + -,+ -4 rxurt8 ot 

-, •«-*  to  oo.te.ea  *-"• J^^TJT^T^Zr  Md 

But ^^r^^7iz:^^^Tz:::^^:-r- 

to evÏuatTthTI'/Î 'i "TrBl1* £nSlt,r t0 gaUKe ""rf-i-»- -petonoe than 
»d I^enlate y Pt pr0f'isBit»"al **>*<**> to development situations 
and to generate genuine «.path, „Uh people in other countries.    Pri„r accompUsh 

ZtlTjT T  ln ,h° :!nlted 3tRteS °r 0,tl0r »-^-und which r*<JZ 
acting as  an afc-ent of change may  he an indicate,: of suitability for oZZZ 
teohn cal   consulting »,*.     An extended  Job mt.rvxew If skillfully conicZ 

3U1WAHY 

The two eeeential step, in .olvir* . d*r.:oi.«it probi« through the use of 

Selection of a consultant too often consists of hit or miss rccruitin. 

::r:::;in to?igh a praporti°n °f °M<í8- s• >—• 3 ** 
ooüntnls. y    e "—""e *-to-»l consultât, for use in developing 

vltai°r„fo•.trh0,Ì •Ìeht,b<ì thrcUgh "«"•"—* <* » *«t. bank containing 
Incy    Io•!«      0r fT    """ "h° haïe buen »»—»<>»•« * • re.pon.iM« 
agency, pos.ibl, a »ubunit of the United Nations.    I„ order to function effect- 
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ively, thi0 data bank would also have to contain evaluations of a consultant«. 
performance in previous development consulting assignments. 

Such a data bank would greatly facilitate identification of consultants. 
It could aleo serve  as  the cor. of a futur,  development «difico which would 
utilize career orofossionals assisted by  technical  spécialiste  recruited for 
short-term assignments;   and which would draw together some- of the present pro- 
ill eration of development  assistance  programmes. 

One of the initial  steps  in ,stabHshinfe butter méthode of selection and 
utilization of consultants would be  improvement  of communications  and coordin- 
ation between those agencies presently supplying consultants to the develops* 
nations^    This workshop could well represent  another step m gaining thi.• 
improved coordination, * 

• # # # # 






